
Matthew Peter Campbell Memorial Scholarship 2022 Award 

Our beloved son Matthew Peter Campbell was born in Juneau, and grew up here, graduating with Honors from 
Juneau Douglas High School in 2013. Matthew was a curious, quirky, intelligent, talented, and most of all kind kid 
growing up in Juneau. He had so many interests, and especially enjoyed playing multiple instruments in the music 
programs, competed with the debate team, played hockey for both JDHS and JDIA, volunteered with Habitat for 
Humanity, was a referee and a volunteer youth hockey coach for JDIA, and loved school and learning and had the 
motivation to take enough high level courses to graduate from JDHS with 26 college level credits. He also was 
obsessed with getting first tracks at Eaglecrest, but more than all of these accomplishments at such a young age, 
Matthew was kind. Even in the face of some bullying he experienced, he was kind and reached out to others to be 
inclusive. 


Matthew continued these endeavors when he moved to Bozeman to attend Montana State University. Matthew 
chose MSU because they had well ranked Engineering and Music programs, but probably mostly because it was 
located near some of the most epic skiing in the country! While at MSU Matthew continued excelling in academics, 
sports, music, student government, tutoring, volunteering, and even traveled to Kenya with Engineers without 
Borders to build latrines for a village elementary school. He made friends wherever he went as he truly cared about 
people. 


While interning at a Denver engineering firm in the summer of 2019 before he would’ve graduated with his Masters 
in Transportation Engineering, Matthew was diagnosed with a very rare childhood sarcoma cancer, called DSRCT. 
Many people might’ve taken the grim prognosis he was given and retreat from life and others. Matthew did they 
exact opposite and took on even more activities and adventures, especially if they involved spending time with 
those he loved. 


Matthew passed away a short ten months after his diagnosis. He was skiing double black diamond runs at Whistler 
with our family and carrying my skis for me six weeks before he took his last breath. 


Matthew’s legacy deserves to be celebrated and remembered and our family has set up this very special scholarship 
to honor him and keep his memory alive. He would be so proud of us and happy that we’re channeling our forever 
grief into something so worthwhile to help others.


The student our family has chosen for this first annual award of Matthew’s memorial scholarship is the student we 
feel exemplified similar traits and values that Matthew had his whole life based on staff nominations and an essay 
they submitted to our family. This student was actually nominated by two different JDHS staff members. The prompt 
I gave the staff when considering a nomination for this unique award was:


This student doesn’t have to be the top academic student, but education should be important to them. They 
don’t need to be an athlete or a musician, a mentor or coach, or a skier and enjoy the outdoors and 
adventures like Matthew did. But they should have a passion about various things and activities in their life 
and strive to do their best in everything they undertake as Matthew always did. They should tackle their 
studies, sports, interests, and leisure activities with fervor, enthusiasm, and especially kindness towards others. 
Matthew spent his much too short life experiencing as many wonderful, fulfilling, and worthwhile activities as 
he could, even through his cancer diagnosis and treatment. That young man never slowed down or stopped 
experiencing amazing adventures! But the biggest impact we know he had, and have heard from so many 
friends and strangers, was that he was KIND and spread that kindness wherever he went and to whomever he 
met.  

We hope this student goes forward in life and experiences many adventures and successes, and throughout 
everything they pay it forward with continued kindness in Matthew’s memory. We  believe this student truly 
understands what it means to #LiveLikeMatthewC.


The student we have chosen for the First Annual Matthew Peter Campbell Memorial Scholarship is Jackson Marx.



